Luxury Fireclay Sinks

www.classicsinkandbath.com.au

The Whitebirk Story
It was in Whitebirk in Lancashire, the North of England, that the very first traditional fireclay sinks were originally made,
all the way back in the late 1800s. Centuries later, we’re proud to be continuing this fine Lancashire tradition here at the
Whitebirk Sink Company.

Ribbleton 90
A symmetrical design gifts the Ribbleton with convenience and practicality in equal measure.
A stunning sink that offers convenient flexibility of use, courtesy of a dividing wall between its two sizeable bowls.
The Ribbleton comes with two oblong overflows and two 90mm outlets suitable for either a basket strainer waste or
waste disposal unit.
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Barley
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A supremely functional single bowl sink, the Barley is distinguished by its characteristic fluted design.

A luxuriously crafted fluted pillar sink, the Barley has an oblong overflow and comes with a 90mm outlet suitable for a
basket strainer waste or waste disposal unit.
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Belfast Sink
Traditional iconic British design complete with working weir waste.
A classic design that is at home in either a period, Hampton or eclectic modern style kitchen. Utilizing authentic weir
overflow combine with standard waste.
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Mellor
The Mellor is a truly effortless meld of beauty and functionality.
The Mellor bears a striking similarity to the Barrow, though square in design. It has an oblong overflow and a 90mm
waste outlet suitable for a basket strainer waste or a waste disposal unit.
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Barrow
The Barrow’s luxurious feel complements a robust and durable design.
The Barrow strikes a superb balance between elegance and practicality, with a round overflow and a 90mm outlet ideal
for a basket strainer or waste disposal unit.
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Calder
Ideal for bars, islands and bathrooms alike, the Calder’s round countertop design gives it unrivalled versatility.
A modern circular sink with a versatile design that allows it to be situated in any environment, either underneathor inset
into the worktop. This sink is not available with a 90mm waste and comes with either a standard grate & plug or pop-up
waste as appropriate as it does not possess an overflow & therefore requires a free-flow/unslotted waste.
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Dimensions: 5400 x 400 x 165mm

Key Features
All sinks supplied with 90 mm basket strainer waste with the exception of the Calder which is supplied with a basin
pop-up waste and Belfast which is a standard 52mm.
Lifetime warranty (T&Cs apply).
Solid sink walls combined with luxurious, durable, anti-bacterial glaze finish.
Handmade by Master Craftsmen.

What colour would you like?
Add a splash of colour with our beautifully designed sinks from the unique and exclusive Colours Collection. Available in
six stunning contemporary finishes Yellow, Blue, Green, Pink, Grey and Mottle that put a modern twist on a classic traditional
design, making them iconic focal points for any kitchen. *Other specialist colours and matt glazes are available as one off
specials on request such as the Matt Back Barrow sink shown below.
*Colour matching service is subject to factory acceptance based on pigmentation required & therefore may not be applicable with certain finishes.

Mottle
Matt Black

Gloss Pink

Handmade in Britain
We employ a skilled team of local craftspeople and master artisans at our Blackburn base, honouring Lancashire’s
esteemed manufacturing heritage by using traditional materials and long-established techniques.
Motivated by a tireless passion for their craft,
these gifted men and women use their rare talents
to keep these traditional methods alive, making
each and every fireclay sink a marvel of authentic,
specialist manufacturing.
Today, we have the enviable distinction of being
the only British-owned company to be making
handmade fireclay Belfast sinks. We’re determined
to stay worthy of this legacy by handcrafting high
quality products that embody flawless aesthetics,
solid durability and endless practicality, ensuring
they provide our customers with a lifetime of service.
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